There was a typesetting error in the Fall 2005 issue (vol. 19, no. 4) in Shane Frederick’s article, “Cognitive Reflection and Decision Making.” On page 39, the last row of Table 7, for the item “Willingness to pay for a coin flip, where "HEADS" pays $100 and "TAILS" pays nothing,” there were 102 women in the low CRT group. Thus, the entry for women in the low CRT group should read $11.00_{102}$ rather than $11.00_{12}$.

Also a coding error was discovered on one item at one of the schools where data was collected. Thus, on page 34, Table 3a, row $m$, entries for the “low” and “high” groups should read $11\%_{153}$ and $19\%_{31}$, respectively.

That coding error also affects the end of the third sentence of the first full paragraph on page 33, which should read, “… (30 percent versus 17 percent; $\chi^2 = 11.50$; p < 0.001).